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The Rug of Doves
The key to solving this puzzle is to look at all the details of the rug carefully.1.
Start by looking at the white moon and the pattern beside it. There are letters
hidden in it. It starts with “Follow…”

2.

The whole message hidden in the pattern around the rug is, “Follow along with
the back doves, but leave out the magic word to know where you need to go.”
The magic word is mentioned in the Will. 

3.



The Saw Boxes
Cut out the pieces and rearrange them so the head is on the opposite end from
the head.

1.

This gives you the word “look.”2.
The rest of the message is scrambled, so you will need to move the pieces
around to see what it is saying.

3.



The Playing Card
Look at the back of the playing card to see the order. There are words hidden in
the pattern. 

1.

The first word is “diamond,” so place the card on the paper so that the two
diamonds overlap. Now, read the four letters around the card. 

2.

Go in the order of Jack, Queen, King, Ace. This will get you the word “Look.” Now,
do the same for the other symbols using the order from the back of the card.

3.



The Rabbit & Hat
Cut out the hat and rabbit.1.
Place the rabbit in the hat so that only the tips of the ear are shown with the
letters I and W.

2.

The hands on the hat, so the order you will take the letters. As you go line by
line. You will get the message “With the f…”

3.



Wooden Box/ Solution
You will need to have solved all four puzzles and unlocked their locations.1.
Each unlocks had a piece of torn paper. 2.
To figure out the order, look at the edges of the torn paper. 3.


